
WINE BY THE GLASS
BOSCHENDAL BLANC DE NOIR                      40
Seductively pink with lovely softly sweet red berry character perfect             
for easy drinking. 

PIERRE JOURDAN TRANQUILLE            40
A deliciously moreish blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir that goes            
with everything. 

KEN FORRESTER PETIT SAUVIGNON BLANC                             38
Crisp and lively with lovely tropical fruit and some grassy notes              
finishing dry.

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR SAUVIGNON BLANC                            40
A soft and fruity easy-drinking wine with a green pineapple and            
tropical gooseberry tang. 

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR CHARDONNAY                   40
A light unwooded wine with lemon and lime fruit purity and intensity.    

KEN FORRESTER PETIT CHENIN BLANC                             38
A youthful fresh wine with quince and pear drop flavours for        
undemanding enjoyment

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR MERLOT                    45
Soft and fruity plum and black cherry fruit tinged with herbal tea,         
liquorice and gentle oak spice.

BEYERSKLOOF PINOTAGE                     50
South Africa’s most popular Pinotage thanks to instantly enjoyable        
fruity character and smooth finish.

BELLINGHAM HOMESTEAD SHIRAZ           50
Full-bodied with classic flavours of plums and pepper and mixed spice     
well matured in oak.

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON        45
Concentrated black cherry fruit flavours with a hint of oak spice and a      
lingering soft,  juicy finish.

BRAMPTON CABERNET SAUVIGNON          50
Assertive yet accessible with loads of dark berry intensity and soft smooth 
tannins

KC CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT                    50
From Klein Constantia, medium bodied brimming with appealing red       
and blue fruit flavours

CAP CLASSIQUE
PIERRE JOURDAN BRUT NV              230
Tantalising and fresh with zesty citrus explosions from this 
Chardonnay dominated bubbly.

GRAHAM BECK BRUT ROSÉ NV             270
A bright and alluring soft pink twinkle with loads of red cherry and 
raspberry cream character.

BOSCHENDAL BRUT NV              290
A Pinot Noir and Chardonnay cuvée with delicate bubbles and 
broad yeasty almond biscotti flavours.

BLUSH WINES 
BOSCHENDAL BLANC DE NOIR             120
Seductively pink with lovely softly sweet red berry character perfect             
for easy drinking. 

PIERRE JOURDAN TRANQUILLE               120
A deliciously moreish blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir that goes             

with everything. 

MULDERBOSCH CABERNET SAUVIGNON ROSÉ                        130
Expressive and inviting fleshy red and black berry flavours with a dry 
fruity finish.

HAUTE CABRIERE CHARDONNAY PINOT NOIR                        190
The original and ever-popular blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir 
perfectly balanced and delicious.

WINE LIST WHITE WINES
Sauvignon Blanc
KEN FORRESTER PETIT SAUVIGNON BLANC          110
Crisp and lively with lovely tropical fruit and some grassy notes              
finishing dry.

FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR SAUVIGNON BLANC         120
A soft and fruity easy-drinking wine with a green pineapple and            
tropical gooseberry tang. 

STONE TOWN SAUVIGNON BLANC            150
An enticing wine with zingy Sauvignon tropical fruit attitude well 
rounded by a touch of Semillon.

SARONSBERG SAUVIGNON BLANC             170
Text book Sauvignon with gooseberry fruit layered with green 
pepper and minerality on the end 

BOSCHENDAL 1685 SAUVIGNON BLANC           180
Assertive yellow and green tropical fruits with hints of citrus and 
a long zesty finish.



Chardonnay
FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR CHARDONNAY           120
A light unwooded wine with lemon and lime fruit purity and 
intensity.    

FAT BASTARD CHARDONNAY             160
Classic ripe citrus and rich buttery flavours well rounded and 
integrated vanilla on the palate.

BOSCHENDAL 1685 CHARDONNAY             180
Barrel fermentation adds complexity and enhances the inherent 
citrus and tropical fruit character.

Other White Wine
KEN FORRESTER PETIT CHENIN BLANC           110
A youthful fresh wine with quince and pear drop flavours for 
undemanding enjoyment

PROTEA PINOT GRIGIO              120 
A wine as gorgeous as the bottle it comes in. Light, refreshing,
soft and peachy.

BUITENVERWACHTING BUITEN BLANC            130
A great Sauvignon Blanc based blend perfectly balanced for effortless
 enjoyment.

RED WINES
Merlot
FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR MERLOT                 130
Soft and fruity plum and black cherry fruit tinged with herbal tea,         
liquorice and gentle oak spice.

GUARDIAN PEAK MERLOT                       160
Smooth and juicy ripe mulberry, black cherry and vanilla spice 
with a long rewarding finish.

Pinotage
BEYERSKLOOF PINOTAGE                  150
South Africa’s most popular Pinotage thanks to instantly enjoyable       
fruity character and smooth finish.

GRAHAM BECK THE GAME RESERVE PINOTAGE                               180
Our “proudly South African” cultivar styled with full-bodied dark 
fruit tempered by oak maturation.

Cabernet Sauvignon
FRANSCHHOEK CELLAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON     130
Concentrated black cherry fruit flavours with a hint of oak spice and a       
lingering soft,  juicy finish.

BRAMPTON CABERNET SAUVIGNON                  150
Assertive yet accessible with loads of dark berry intensity and soft           
smooth tannins

ERNIE ELS BIG EASY CABERNET SAUVIGNON                     160
Full bodied with attractive blackcurrant pastille concentration and a 
seamless sumptuous finish.  

Other Reds
KC CABERNET SAUVIGNON MERLOT                 150
From Klein Constantia, medium bodied brimming with appealing red       
and blue fruit flavours.

KANONKOP KADETTE                       210
Fantastically balanced Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinotage and Merlot blend 
offering easy drinking.

PAUL CLUVER VILLAGE PINOT NOIR                   210
Medium-bodied and smooth with a sumptuous cranberry, black cherry 
and winter spice character.

RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD CLASSIQUE                   290
A blend of Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon with vibrant black fruit 
intensity and smooth long finish.

Shiraz
BELLINGHAM HOMESTEAD SHIRAZ        150
Full-bodied with classic flavours of plums and pepper and mixed spice       
well matured in oak.

SARONSBERG PROVENANCE SHIRAZ                  190
Soft textured tannins with a full-bodied mouthfeel and silken finish of 
lingering red and black fruit.


